DTEN Wins 2019 Red Dot Best Of The Best Award
D7, the innovative display that integrates video conference with digital whiteboard, receives highest
distinction for product design
SAN JOSE, CALIF., April 12, 2019 - DTEN is a 2019 recipient of the prestigious Red Dot: Best of the
Best Award for D7, the company’s newest interactive video conference display. The Red Dot Award
recognizes D7 for innovative product design, including breakthrough technology, inherent functionality
and streamlined aesthetics.
“Recognition with the Red Dot: Best of the Best Award validates what we are hearing from our
customers: D7 is exceptional in both design and performance,” says Wei Liu, founder and CEO of
DTEN. “We purposefully developed every feature, every function to allow customers to collaborate
better as teams, whether in the same room or a world apart.”
Callouts from the award entry include: 4K wide-angle camera to deliver high-definition, face-to-face
experiences; 16-elements microphone to achieve “same room” sound quality; plus, natural touch
whiteboard to share concepts and content easily.
Another key feature: seamless integration with ZOOM, the recognized leader in providing remote
conferencing telecommunications.
Red Dot Awards are highly sought-after international recognitions. In 2019, designers and
manufacturers from 55 countries entered more than 5,500 products for consideration. D7 was among
only 1.5% of the entries selected for the Best of the Best honor.
“Consumers can rely on the first-class design quality of the winning products, because they were tested
and selected by an experienced jury according to strict assessment criteria,” said Dr. Peter Zec, founder
and CEO of Red Dot.
Kent Zeng served as D7’s principal designer. “The goal for the DTEN team is to always move the needle
forward to improve user experience,” continues Wei Liu. “D7 balances innovation with simplicity, quality
with functionality, aesthetics with affordability.”
For more information, contact: Steve McKenzie, Troposphere, at 773.388.6000 or pr@dten.com.
###
About DTEN:
DTEN is enhancing the way teams connect and collaborate through digital communications hardware. Founded in
2015, DTEN is rapidly becoming a recognized international leader for innovation, quality and affordability for
interactive video conference displays. Learn more at www.dten.com and www.linkedin.com/company/displayten/.
About Red Dot:
The Red Dot Award is one of the largest design competitions in the world. Since 1955, Red Dot Awards have
represented an international seal of outstanding design quality. Further information at www.red-dot.org.

